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dedicated the book I made it possible, love, with my rani Andria. The index Prologue Kings Glory is the introduction of the translator that the glory of the important ideological kings was still inidata in Spanish? The translator of this book is 1. The glory of kings 2. The majesty of kings 3. Kingdom of Adam 4. Envy 5. The
government of The Sith was 6. Kabel SIN 7. Noah 8. Flood 9. Noah 10 Contract. Sion 11. 318 Unanimous Statement of Orthodox Parents 12. 10 Canaan. Ibrahim 14. The compacts of Abraham are 15. Ishaq and Jacob 16. RUBEN 17. The glory of Sivan was 18. Agreement between Orthodox parents and bishop 19. How
did this book get 20? Distribution of land 21. Queen of south 22. Tamran Merchant 23. Merchant Tamran comes back to Ethiopia on 24. The Queen prepares to prepare 25 in her journey. King Solomon reached the Queen 26. King queen 27. Worker 28. Solomon commands Queen 29. 318 [Paattaarkas] 30. King
Solomon Suiars to queen 31. Sain Solomon donates to Queen 32 The queen gives birth and her country is back to 33. The king of Ethiopia travels 34. The youth reached his mother's city 35. King Solomon sends his son 36 to his military commander. King Solomon's son address 37. King Solomon interacted with his son
38. The king decides to leave his son Naziba 39's sons as well. The original Ation of Son of Solomon was 40. Pastor Sadok commands King David II 41. Blessing of Kings 42. Ten Commandments 43. The men of the Israeli army get their decree on 44. It is not a thing that is angry king 45. People who are crying the
burghera and are a plan 46. Plan for The Seven 47. Sacrifice of AZAREEs and King 48. How do they take The Sion 49. Father blesss son 50. The first GENOS says goodbye to the king and asks THE CITY TO INCLUDE THE 51ST SOLOMON SIVAN 52's CLEADDING. ZADÓK supplied Dawood II from Paramount at 53
Gift of car Ethiopia 54. David II perform dajal and a son 55. The ethiopians are 56. Pastor ZADÓK knows that the tent 57 has been stolen. The seduated priest of ZADÓK 58. Solomon grows to kill these 59. Hazrat Salman reached Egypt and its doors in Egypt 60 Solomon's son's death for the tidings of The Children of
Sion 61. Solomon returns to Jerusalem 62. The resignation of Solomon on the will of God 63. Elders decide to keep the robbery secret of The Sion 64. Solomon is married to an Egyptian princess 65. Sin of Solomon 66 Saalomón and Profikaa Christ 67 68. Sulaiman's death. Virgin Mary, Our Lady of Salvation 69.
Solomon's conversation with Angel 70. The kingdom of Rahbaam 71 This Virgin Mary, the daughter of David 72. King of Byzantine son 73 Suleman's son is crowned king of Byzantine 74. King of media, a child of SIM 75. The king of Babylon is a child of Sim 76. Nabokdaanahar, Son of Karman, Children SIM 77. King of
Persia, a child of Tamr 78. The King of The Children, Lot a great 79. King of the Amaliqis, a child of very 80. Samson is the child of 81, king of Pallahsthana. Samson's son killed the son of the king of 82. Travel to Abraham in Egypt 83 84 King of Samayyllatus The king of Ethiopia comes back to his country 85. Queen
Tanbea on the arrival of son 86. He announced the king the son of Etaupaa 87. The Kind of Loyalty of Najaba Itaupah 88. David II explained mother as king of Israel 89. Queen of Rani speak to the children of Israel 90. AZARÍAS Employers Queen and her Royal City 91. Rules about food: What is pure and what is not 92.
The kingdom of Dawood is established in Etiupa 93 The people of Byzantines destroy faith 94 . First War David ii 95 David accepts the Authority unanimously 96. Predictions about Christ 97. The jews' faith against Moses and Aaron 98. The War of Moses and the War of Aaron 99. Two slaves were parables or devils and
Adam 100. Angels who rebelagainst God when they created Adam 101 . That which is in 102. Rule 103. The Kornows of the altar and its feeling 104. Noah's boat and the sinners talk 105. Ibrahim 106 believed. A prediction about the arrival of Christ 107. 108 The magnificent entry of Christ in Jerusalem. Some Jews have
weakness 109 Crucifixion 110. Resurrection 111. The Rise of Christ and its second coming 112 . As an example of Christ 113 the prophets. 114 Enemies Car and Victor. Return of The Sion 115. 116 Israel's trial Ethiopia Vehicle 117 King of Byzantine and King of Ethiopia Development. The author of taj boreals prologue
la gourrea de la sireis is the first translation of this book in terms of the edition and year of writing on the second titles of Ethiopia (4th century). Written in C) in spanish (ancient Ethiopia) means the glory of kings. Centuries have been translated into many languages, but it was still impossible to find it In Spanish: Just one
publication back in the history of Spain until the 16th century and it has two incomplete editions that are limited to a few chapters, perhaps translated from Portuguese to Spanish (published in Toledo, 1528; and Barcelona, 1547). Today Kebra Naco is published in English in two editions, Published by Gerald Houseman
St. Martin Press (New York, 1997) and Miguel F. Brooks, by Red Sea Press (Laorankoelly, 1995). Very recent publication in French (September 2007) translated by Dr. Semoiyl Mahler, renowned caller of religious history. The text is also online, in the best English translation, the most faithful amby reco text, made by sir.
E. Wallis's 1922 (I: sacred-texts.com/chr/kn). Kebra Naco in Italian is translated into an edition personally and published in July 2007 by Publishing House Coniglio Adatore (Kebra Naco, La Bibbia Segarita del Rifatara). All The Great Publications in circulation in different languages have achieved remarkable success with
the public (for example, Italian translation has been re-made twice in less than three years, thus selling more than 4000 copy in a short time) and many Spanish-speaking readers have also been interested in finding Kebra Naco in Spanish as a translation; In both Spain, and in many Latin American countries, thousands
of people have been interested in translating this text, hoping to get out of the book in Spanish. Actually, it is almost unbelievable that such a text was not translated into Spanish; As I felt it incredible that it was not translated into Italian until 2007 (the year my translation was published). But the success that the book
Kebra is there in readers in the edition around the world, confirms expectations: this is a very important text. Today.. Why can an Ethiopian book be very important from the 9th century C.? This tells the story of the son of Jesus Christ from Adam for the ancient text; because it describes and explains the interesting
religious tradition of the ancient Ethiopian Empire, whose last kings negos hyly salasi 1; but above all it is the sacred text of a spiritual movement that is faster and more in countries, like the thanks chapter for the music and singers of the Rep: the Rastaffara movement. Barcelona, March 2009 Dr. LORENZO Mazzona
Translator This book is the first full translation of ancient Ethiopian text into Spanish, which means in the ancient language of Ethiopia (actually the LANGUAGE of the CCC, and then Amto Reico) la Gouria de los Reis. First Draft The ancient text of Ethiopia was a 4th and 6th century apostate. The final date of the final
document was set between C, but the date of the final document is returned in the 12th century AD .C. The Kaira Naas is also related to historical and religious issues, as it explains how the movement of Israel's royal family has been developed, from Jerusalem to Ethiopia (already known as) it is that the transfer of the
sanctors of the covenant on dekalogi By side, migration is the symbol. The boat, from Father Solomon, the King of Israel, goes into the hands of his son (with the fruits of relations) with the title of David II and the crowned King of Ethiopia (and Manielaq I), maybe the binalihekim a.c at the end of the 10th century. Together
with the boat they also move the religious kingdom, the children of the Bible and wisdom to Ethiopia. It is essentially that this revolutionary Book is the argument, combined with Christian gospel, with Jewish texts, references from the Quran and other Arab condiitions, and also with texts deemed apographal. This is why
you can be defined primarily by rereading Bible texts, and documents that: « ... Once the whole world consisted of three kingdoms [...] It is also argued that the point of unity is still in Ethiopia (near Axum, (A-er), and it is attached to the Solmuluone (i.e. David, Moses, Ibrahim, Adam) the Royal of Ethiopia With the family,
until the modern and last king of Ethiopia, Ras Tafara Makonnan, crowned emperor in 1930 with the title Negos Hayli Salasi 1 (meaning the power of the holy tributary). This means the glory of kings The continuation of the family of kings of Israel and Ethiopia, represented by the Sandobeof of the Covenant (i.e. the tent
of the Law of The Lord of The Lord). Text filled with cultural interest (philological, entarpoology, bible), interesting archaeological questions and predictions. A book as a journey, generally known as the Farsam, is commonly known as the Freedom of Slavery, to reach spiritual worship (a black king, Ahly Salasi 1, with a
free and powerful African dream and an Ethiopian heir to Israel). Boosted by people like Marcus Maadia-Gareve (Founder of The World Black Improvement Association) in the early century of independence, or more recently singer Bob Rep and other Reae music groups: The Rastaffara Movement Fast sympathetic,
followers and loyal around the world. The holy text of this religious culture is the Book kebra naha and it is time for the years to consider that Rastaffaaras has also spread out of the Caribbean (especially in Latin America, and even more in Europe), it is time for his Bible to be published in Spanish too. Geto, Amereko and
Arabic (4th and 12th century classifieds). Between C.) For English, French, Portuguese and German, Kebra Naco was written and edited from the sixteenth century, translated and published at different times and places, but almost never completely. By 1922, when it was finally fully print in the UK, one of its 117
paragraphs I translated into English. Wallis Is A Professor of Jewish History at Dainga, Cambridge and Director of Archaeology and Archaeology of the British Museum: Since this 1922 edition I have done my translation work in Spanish. The glory of the Kings was created as a result of transcrates that they were made
differently in Ethiopia during the first four centuries of the Holy Zionist Scriptures. The foundation is the Old Testament, along with traditional condantis (mainly From Etawapans and Talmodi), and ancient Egypt), the Arab tradition (especially from Palestine and Syria, for example, the Fly book), and is considered
apocrefalus with Christian books (such as the book of Adam and Eve, kufale Saint Peter's instructions with his disciple, Anne's life, virgin mary' Mother, whose book moti, isaiya's son, etc.) This collection of sacred texts started circulating completely, with writing in the ancient language of Ethiopia (i.e. the common
language of Ge'ezz Aksumites: it is the language before Amárico), set up with perhaps one by the 6th century Asther and finally. C Kebra The Naniguest (or its title), literally the glory of kings. The book was later translated into Arabic, modern Ethiopia and other languages, until many centuries later (after the abolition of
slavery, the end of the 19th century). Initially the Ethiopian Orthodox Church priests plyed and after that e. By Writing english of Wallis Digana, the Medici Society was published in 1922 with the subtitle and his only son Manilake. Important topics kebra Nacci's first part (chapters 1 through 30) present very similar stories
about Bible themes: The Bible, Canand and Sith from Adam and his sons; (a) Noah, in a sufi dialogue that protects the future from the Creator; What young idols are sent to sell for Hazrat Ibrahim And instead they are excluded, so with him, their union with The Lord has been immediately sent down to him in the
indesiccation, and for his children in the covenant ship (built according to the command sine't informed by Moses on the Koh Sena and therefore called Sion). But certainly the key to the book for the Rastaffara believers is in the clash between the King of Israel and the queen of his south queen (siba or siba, the ancient
names of Ethiopia), who with his wisdom keeps an eye on the long journey to Jerusalem to meet him in love and learn from his atmosphere. The meeting between the two rulers is also described in the Bible (1 Kings 10: The Queen of Siba Visit; 2 Tawarikh 9: Glory of Solomon), with the difference that the Old Covenant
does not mention either their relationship, nor their son Baitlyakom. On the other hand, the deep and enthusiastic dialogue between the two recents is important for many reasons: first the Queen decides that she will not worship the sun after that (like her ancestors), but its creator, the God of Israel, like Solomon (and it
represents the transfer of an ancient devotion, towards the modern tawheed). Also, thanks to a select event pregnant by the king, two spend the night with each other and have a quick-boding approach the next day in solomon morning... Before al-Qaeda returns to its empire, the king gives a special ingot to donate the
possible fruit of his love: the fact that a child will be born, Bait-lycam (said), later manilake 1 (or by 1) the first emperor of Ethiopia, later crowned the origin of the long line of ethiopian kings. Accordingly, when Baitlyakom is two, he left his father with valuable ingots in search of him, asking him for a piece of coverage of
Sion (the Son of Covenant), so his people can worship him. Solomon welcomes him with all his honor and insists that his son continues to rule after that, but Manilyk decided to return to his motherland, along with some Israelis who could advise him with the future government. However, at night young Israelis changed
the ark of the covenant with a wooden copy and actually moved to Ethiopia, instead of walking in a day, thirty, the way to neil: Solomon disappointed but always lucid, understands how it could be, from this moment it has also lost its blessing in alliance with Sivan. This step is very important because it explains the
relationship between the Kingdom of Israel and Ethiopia, represented by Manilake (Lyhkom, THE CAA) and their children. This line is directly led by Ras Tafara Makonnan, Crowned Negos Nemesta The title of Thealysalasi 1 (literally, the power of Ethiopia's tithleth per al-Tawheed) and 12 November 1930, emperor 200
and 25 lakh of his Yehudá, who conquered the lion of the tribe of Judah (or after that: he was the fourth son of Jacob with Lía. His lineage is David, the father of Solomon and also Jesus Christ) not only the strict ness of the Rastaffara culture, but the light shed on the roots of the Bible. But besides this it is still located
from where, Ethiopia has proposed interesting views about the shift of the boat from the Alliance. Then there is another part of the special importance for the Ristafara faithful: an angel has announced to the mother of baby Samson that his son will free Israel through a day. Courby explains that Samson will need to grow
pure, as close as possible to God (the concept of purity is very important in rastaffara culture). The Creator is generous to Samson for each other with his integrity and mind description, gives him an adhesive power: but only until he disobeys him, marrying Delilah, the daughter of a pallistana opponent. Then God
punishes him for capturing the hero by his enemy, who bites him to the ballinad and their long hair. Samson, with his last forces, causes the destruction of the entire palace where he was detained, killing his enemies already himself. Kebra's last chapters are dedicated to the figures of Jesus Christ, symbolising the war
against the fourof Rome (babylon's symbolic heir empire of corruption, a city that mads trying to kill the son of God). The syllable rastaffara is the present social condition of the believers who see man in a far-off hand, but soon it is time to return to the earth of the Hour and meet with The Father of God, Jaah (from)
Rastaffara. Was it still Indata in Spanish? This text was not published in Spanish yet because it was probably its non-chance. Indeed, interest in different European countries has been published twice: it first started between 1520 and 1530, by the end of the sixteenth century, a period of travel and discovery in Europe, a
period of deep interest in different and far-off cultures, when the book is published in many countries and different languages. But only a few chapters can be published in Spain, because of the difficulty of printing (in the middle of the Catholic Church's anti-reform) text that moses's Bible children are black kings (African)
and actually speaks of Ethiopia (migration to Hubhasha) as the land selected by God. Only two incomplete editions published, which are limited to a few chapters, probably translated from Portuguese to Spanish (Toledo 1528; and Barcelona 1547). Similarly, exactly four centuries later, the essence of The Amyvishada
again re-enumerating Europe's long-term long-term attraction towards the hidden treasures of ancient empires when, especially africa (think of the development of archaeology, especially agipatology), Kebra Naco is republished, in many languages and in more recent editions (between 1922 and 1932 approx. But you
can't publish a text in the country where the tension of a civil war is coming: it's the case in Spain. Surely thy are stared across Europe by the wave of a communist mind and therefore it is a book which supports continuity and connection between Jews, Christians, Muslims, even call emigrants (Ethiopia) between
Habshahha, and in specific states we all led one and only one God. For these reasons ancient and holy Ethiopian text Kebra Naco, the secret Bible of Rastaffara, had to wait until 2010 that finally translated into Spanish too. Dr. Lorenzo Mazzona, the translator of this book, has graduated from the University of Florence
(Italy), organized as an end-of-career thesis of the Chapter Representative and the Rastaffara Movement (subject of musical aesthetics and English literature). After a master's degree in Barcelona, he translated this book into Italian, which was published by Coniglio Adatore (Rome, 2007). In 2008, he wrote to the book.
Published by Stompalternatawa/Novavikhamabra (Vaterbu, 2009) The roots of Reggay. Thanks to these works you can count on several publications related to the same argument: Risstaffara Philosophy. He was living in The State of Jamika for a time and has travel through North Africa; He then moved to Spain and in
2005 he created a cultural association, Rastaffara (Asokaazaaun Natural Sufi) based in Barcelona. He currently works in The Arts and Training Centers in The Arts of The Arts in The Arts of The Arts, and works in The Arts of The Arts, and cooperates with the organization of the Reggae Rootatome Sunsflash Festival.



Praise our father God , the creator of the universe . Thanks to his son for reducing the earth, Jesus Christ, for whom everything exists, and without him there will be no existence. The Holy Spirit, another tith, paraclyte, which comes from the father and follows the son, we worship the tittle, we believe in him: one in the
name of God, father, and son, and the Holy Ghost. 1-His glory
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